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 Impulsive noise can be common in certain occupational and recreational settings, such as 
manufacturing plants, construction sites, and firing ranges.  While many regulations and 
guidelines for noise exposure exist, their mathematical basis is stronger for continuous noise, and 
concerns have been raised about the possibility that impulsive noise may be more harmful to 
people’s hearing than those metrics would let on.  Much work has been done on establishing 
metrics that accurately assess the severity and hearing risk associated with impulsive noise, but 
the effects of room acoustic conditions on those metrics have been heretofore understudied. 
 This study calculated room impulse response-based metrics of rooms’ acoustical 
properties and the kurtosis levels (a metric which has been proposed and vetted during the last 
two decades) for three different noise signals. The impact of rooms’ sound absorption and sound 
scattering properties on those kurtosis levels is presented and supported with statistical analysis. 
Due to a low number of data points, no statistically significant results were obtained without 
reasonable doubt, but several categories approached significance; further investigation of these 
phenomena is recommended. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
 Noise-induced hearing loss is a well-known problem in both the public consciousness and 
in legal regulations.  Means of preventing and mitigating it are codified by entities like the 
United States’ Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH), whose contributions are discussed more thoroughly in 
Chapter 2.  However, research is continually undertaken to improve various aspects of 
addressing noise-induced hearing loss, as evolving understanding can lead to better preventative 
measures. A particular kind of noise, impulsive noise, has been getting significant attention in 
recent years, which gave rise to this study. 
 Impulsive noise is comprised of two categories: impulse noise (associated with explosive 
discharge) and impact noise (associated with colliding objects).  Both categories share the 
defining trait of having a rapid onset from ambient sound pressure to a high peak level before 
decaying; the theoretical limit of this behavior would be a Dirac delta function.  Practical 
examples of this kind of noise include a single strike of a snare drum, a handclap, a single 
gunshot, and an explosion (which would be exemplified by a Friedlander waveform).  Impulsive 
noise is especially prevalent in certain occupational settings, such as the military and some 
manufacturing plants, which makes understanding it especially important for ensuring the health 
and safety of personnel working in those areas.  Based on decades of studies involving both 
human and animal auditory systems, impulsive noise’s effects on the human auditory system 
may be even worse than exposure to continuous noise (Thiery and Meyer‐Bisch 1988).  Its 
inherently high pressure amplitudes can create acute effects in addition to the usual harmful 
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effects of long-term noise exposure, possibly complicating them.  All these reasons and more 
have led to an increase in the research and attention being dedicated to impulsive noise in recent 
years. 
 In the existing literature, impulsive noise has been repeatedly identified as an area where 
health risk assessment ought to be improved, as it does not behave well under commonly used 
noise control frameworks and is therefore difficult to model accurately.  Attempts have been 
made at creating models for impulsive noise’s hearing loss risk, with the most notable including 
the Auditory Hazard Assessment Algorithm for Humans (hereafter abbreviated “AHAAH 
model”) laid out in MIL-STD-1474E (U.S. Department of Defense 2015) and models based on 
the audiological equal-energy hypothesis such as that laid out by Atherley and Martin (1967).  
Challenges and issues have arisen for each attempt, however, upon deeper investigation.  
Deficient modeling of impulsive noise leaves too much unknown when assessing its associated 
risk of hearing loss, so research has been undertaken in an effort to improve the quantification 
and modeling of impulsive noise (Flamme and Murphy 2020).  Related research has discovered 
promise in the concept of treating noise exposures as distributions of sound pressure and taking 
cues from their descriptive statistics (Zhao et al. 2010; Davis et al. 2012; Xie et al. 2016). In 
particular, the conversion of a sound pressure distribution’s kurtosis into a metric in decibels has 
appeared to correlate well with the measured loss of hearing in several data sets spanning human 
workers and animal trial groups.  This study seeks to understand the effect of changes in room 
sound absorption and room sound scattering properties on that “kurtosis level” metric. 
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1.2 Overview of This Thesis 
 Chapter 1 of this thesis summarizes the context and motivation surrounding this study.  
Subsequent chapters address the methods used to perform the research this thesis presents, the 
data collected and analyzed during that research, and the potential implications of those results.  
Also included is an appendix which provides the MATLAB code written by the author for 
purposes of data analysis. 
 Chapter 2 discusses the previous literature that informed and, in some cases, motivated 
this study in greater depth.  They are presented in order of how directly they motivated this 
study, with chronological order acknowledged within that narrative structure. 
 Chapter 3 details the methodologies used for this study.  Due to the limitations of time 
and scope inherent to a masters-level project, it was decided that a direct test of the relevant 
predictions made by this study’s predecessors would be carried out.  To that end, various rooms 
were tested that had different absorption and scattering characteristics (as calculated from their 
impulse responses). Computer-generated noise signals with known kurtosis levels were then 
convolved with the rooms’ impulse responses to produce room-specific versions of the signals 
that could be used to find kurtosis levels.  Correlation coefficients and p-values were also 
calculated for purposes of determining the trends, if any, that appeared in the data with respect to 
sound absorption coefficient and the study’s chosen scattering metric, number of peaks in the 
impulse response, and the significance level of such trends. 
 Chapter 4 details the numerical results of the study.  In the course of doing so, the chapter 
also reiterates certain experimental considerations from Chapter 3 to give context to the data 
presented. 
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 Chapter 5 discusses the study in retrospect, its outcomes, and the conclusions that could 
be drawn from its results.  It also presents some potential concepts, considerations, and questions 
for future studies that might deepen and solidify our understanding of room acoustics’ interplay 
with the severity of noise-induced trauma, especially from impulsive noise. 
 MATLAB was the primary analysis tool for this study, and was used not only to carry out 
statistical operations and data processing, but also to create the graphs presented in this thesis.  
Appendix A contains all the self-written code used during data analysis. Comments written with 
the code are left intact so as to minimize the amount of text besides the programs themselves, but 
each entry is accompanied by a reference to tables and graphs in this thesis that owe some part of 
their contents to that program. 
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Chapter 2: Review of Previous Literature 
 Research into how to better assess the hearing risks posed by exposure to impulsive noise 
has made many strides.  Before that discussion may begin, though, it is important to consider the 
current measures that are in place to protect people’s hearing in all settings.  Perhaps the first 
setting to spring to mind when discussing noise-induced hearing loss is occupational noise 
exposure, with both the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the 
U.S. National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) issuing guidelines within 
their respective scopes (U.S. Department of Labor 2008; U.S. National Institute for Occupational 
Safety and Health 1998).  OSHA in particular states that any exposure of 115 A-weighted 
decibels (dBA, referring to a system of weighting sound pressure levels in relation to their octave 
bands so they better match the response of the human auditory system) is only allowable if its 
total duration for a workday is fifteen minutes or less, making no allowance for exposure to 
higher noise levels. 
 Other research has determined that high levels of non-occupational noise, such as the 
sounds generated by car traffic, can have harmful effects on people’s physical and mental health 
(de Paiva Vianna, Rodrigues, and Alves Cardoso 2015).  While these studies are not necessarily 
conducted under the aegis of any regulatory entity, the problems they observe nevertheless are 
addressed in legislation, as municipalities have been known to place restrictions on the noise 
which can be generated during certain hours and/or by certain sources.  For example, the city of 
Omaha, Nebraska, where this study was conducted, restricts vehicle noise based on the speed 
limit of the street in question and the type of vehicle whose noise emission is being monitored 
(although never allowing vehicle noise to exceed 90 dBA at 50 feet away from the source); loud 
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construction apparatuses such as pile drivers that produce “loud or unusual noise” are not 
permitted to operate between the hours of 10:00 pm and 7:00 am local time under a different 
section of the code (Officials of the City of Omaha, Nebraska 1996). 
 Notably, in many cases, the restrictions on noise are put in terms of equivalent sound 
pressure levels.  Those levels describe a continuous, non-varying noise exposure that would 
impart equal sound energy to the measured noise exposure (Long 2014).  Depending on the 
settings of the sound level meter which is collecting data, the high spikes of short-term energy 
uniquely generated by impulsive noise (or impulsive components of a complex noise spectrum) 
may not appear to their full extent in that metric.  This restricts the ability of such equivalent 
levels to describe the risk associated with impulsive noise, especially when it is present as part of 
a more complex sonic environment (as it would be at a roadside construction site, for example).  
Therefore, a dedicated metric for impulsive noise can help in tailoring hearing loss prevention 
and hearing conservation programs to situations in which it is prevalent.  This observation has 
been made in many studies of impulsive noise, some of which date back decades (Sulkowski, 
Kowalska, and Lipowczan 1983; Patterson 1991; Goley, Song, and Kim 2011). 
 The literature that explores, explains, and specifies the need for methods, metrics, and 
systems that deal specifically with impulsive noise has been building for a long time; however, it 
also has great breadth, spanning areas like audiology, noise control, psychoacoustics, and signal 
processing.  Some of those areas deserve special mention, as they either provide perspective on 
the topics this study seeks to address or directly support arguments which form the foundation of 
this study.  For example, one of the first and most persistent problems observed by the body of 
work is that the peak sound pressure levels of impulsive noise can frequently exceed the limits of 
applicability stated in standards, damage risk criteria (DRC), and most flagrantly the physical 
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limitations of sound measurement equipment prescribed in such documents.  This issue has been 
reaffirmed several times, as in Kardous and Willson (2004), whose research informed 
recommended improvements to dosimeters such that they could recognize the severity of an 
impulsive noise environment (Kardous, Willson, and Murphy 2005); meanwhile, it was 
seemingly ignored by a set of DRC proposed in the early stages of research into impulsive noise 
(Ward 1968).  The Berger et al  “Noise Navigator” database shows this egregious difference in 
peak levels for such sources as the continuous operation of a motorboat engine and revolver 
shots (2015); a study by Kamerer et al (2019) uses those particular data to make the extended 
argument that impulsive noise exposure can be much more deleterious than many conventional 
sound measurement metrics might indicate, using a weighting system designed by that study’s 
authors.  These facts create an urgent need for an improved noise analysis model. 
 As part of the drive to create such a model, several studies have been dedicated to the 
difference in impact on people’s auditory health between impulsive noise and continuous noise.  
These studies have ranged from comparing industries’ occupational noise exposures (Sulkowski, 
Kowalska, and Lipowczan 1983), to exploring the hearing threshold shifts and eventual hearing 
loss due to specific kinds of impulsive or partly impulsive noise exposure (Hamernik et al. 1994; 
Thiery and Meyer‐Bisch 1988).  Although some studies acknowledge that temporary threshold 
shifts are recovered in the short term, many find that the risk of hearing damage due to impulsive 
noise exposure is higher than the risk of such damage due to exposure to continuous/non-
impulsive noise (Coles et al. 1967; Zhao et al. 2010).  The large quantity of such assertions lends 
extra urgency to the need to quantify the additional risk so it can be communicated to the 
appropriate parties and so hearing protection programs can be appropriately calibrated. 
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 Another significant topic in the field of impulsive noise research is the development of 
the mathematics that form a foundation without which this study could not exist.  Many studies 
contributed to the determination that the kurtosis of the sound pressure distribution of a noise 
signal could indicate its degree of impulsiveness, some of which are discussed later in this 
chapter.  Erdreich (1986), for one, published an important discussion of the merits of considering 
the sound pressures over time of a measured signal as a distribution and examining its 
descriptive statistics instead of other metrics that were under consideration at the time, such as 
the crest factor (the ratio of a signal’s peak sound pressure to its root-mean-square sound 
pressure).  Still other studies (Broch 1980; Dunn et al. 1991; Hamernik, Patterson, and Salvi 
1986; Qiu, Hamernik, and Davis 2013) have investigated the relationship between the sound 
pressure distributions of impulsive noises and the hearing damage sustained by those exposed to 
them, with the data under consideration spanning both human threshold shifts due to noise 
exposure and studies of the chinchilla’s auditory system under exposure to impulsive noise. 
 In the area of defining metrics that demonstrate the contribution of a noise’s impulsive 
character to the overall hearing risk it poses, previous work has considered many options.  Early 
on, an “equal-energy hypothesis” similar in concept to an equivalent sound pressure level was 
evaluated.  Its premise is that noise exposures consisting of equal sound energy will ultimately 
inflict the same degree of harm to a person’s auditory system.  Although support for this 
approach has waned due to numerous evaluations (Broch 1980; Patterson 1991; Roberto et al. 
1985), some audiological data suggest that it may inform a more appropriate audiological 
exchange rate for situations involving impulsive noise (Suter 2017).  The AHAAH model (Price 
2007a; 2007b) attempts to quantify the risk associated with exposure to impulsive noise, but has 
been challenged by research into the accuracy of its predictions (Flamme et al. 2016; McGregor 
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et al. 2017; Zagadou et al. 2016; Deiters et al. 2019; Jones, Greene, and Ahroon 2019).  A 
foundational argument of this study supported by recent research, by contrast, is that the A-
weighted equivalent sound pressure level (dBA) is a viable starting point for capturing the risks 
associated with impulsive noise numerically.  According to a report published by NIOSH 
(Murphy and Kardous 2012), that metric is viable for several reasons, including its preexisting 
status as a “go-to” metric in the field of acoustics and the fact that it correlates as well as or 
better than any other metric under consideration with damage to the auditory system due to 
impulsive noise. 
 After the determination was made that the A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level 
was a suitable base metric, research on this topic focused on investigating various corrections 
and modifications for it that would allow the mathematics to capture the real risk of impulsive 
noise.  Those investigations combined with the knowledge generated by researchers who 
advocated for the treatment of noise exposures as distributions of sound pressure led to the 
creation and validation of the kurtosis level metric (Lei, Ahroon, and Hamernik 1994; Goley, 
Song, and Kim 2011).  Its form is supported by empirical data collected by Qiu et al (2006) that 
implied that the sample kurtosis of sound pressure distributions was the quantity that best 
predicted auditory system responses and damages in chinchillas among the metrics tested by that 
group.  It considers the sound of interest as a distribution of sound pressures and calculates its 
kurtosis, or the sharpness of the distribution’s peak in layman’s terms.  The kurtosis is then 
converted into a quantity in decibels by means of Equation 1 below:  
 𝐿𝑘 = 10log⁡(
𝑘
3
), (1) 
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where k is the kurtosis of the set of sound pressures under consideration (Zechmann 2019).  
Division by three stems from the fact that any univariate normal distribution has a kurtosis of 
three, so a ratio greater than one implies some degree of impulsive character. 
 The study that most directly inspired this research was conducted by Zechmann (2019). It 
developed understanding of how the kurtosis level metric characterizes sounds using signal 
processing methods.  In the concluding sections of Zechmann’s paper, it is noted that the 
variation in the kurtosis levels of sounds due to differences in room acoustics is yet to be fully 
understood; this study attempts to illuminate the probable answers to that question.  Despite the 
gaps in understanding, some facts are known about the interplay between room acoustical factors 
and the presence of impulsive noise; for example, Murphy and Xiang (2019) created a model of 
an indoor firing range in the acoustic modeling software CATT and found that its 95% 
confidence interval was reasonable when compared to measured reverberation times in the real 
firing range, especially in the middle octave bands.  However, the model noticeably 
overestimated the speech transmission index of the room and the Sabine and Norris-Eyring 
equations failed to match the room’s measured reverberation times, suggesting that some 
combination of the firing range’s geometry and the behavior of impulsive noise within its 
confines may confound traditional acoustical assessment methods.  Thus, studying the effects of 
rooms’ acoustical properties on the kurtosis level metric may complement the insights granted by 
modeling spaces that experience impulsive noise while in use. 
 Zechmann also provides predictions regarding the kurtosis levels of certain sounds that 
are easy to characterize, statistically speaking. Those sounds are white noise (whose sound 
pressure distribution is expected to have Gaussian qualities), a pure tone (whose sound pressure 
distribution is expected to resemble an arcsine distribution), and impulsive noise (which is 
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expected to behave as a sound pressure distribution with high kurtosis; this study chose the 
Laplace distribution for that role) (2019); example plots of each distribution can be found in 
Section 3.1.2.  Those predictions proved immensely useful as a starting point for this study, and 
their details are discussed in greater detail in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 3: Methods and Experimental 
Considerations 
3.1 Experimental Design 
 This study was intended to examine the behavior of the kurtosis level metric, explained in 
Chapter 2, under changes to room acoustical properties.  In specific, those properties were sound 
absorption and sound scattering.  To that end, both a data collection setup and a test environment 
had to be decided upon; this section details the decisions made and the rationale behind them. 
3.1.1 Data Collection Considerations 
 First, the test environment came under consideration.  The two primary options for 
setting up a testing environment were as follows: taking a single room as a test environment and 
varying its absorption and scattering properties through the addition and removal of acoustical 
products, or testing in multiple rooms and using their “natural” absorption and scattering 
properties as irregularly spaced data points.  Ultimately, the latter was chosen due to restrictions 
on the time and money available to the study.  In hopes of covering as wide a range as possible 
in both absorption and scattering (see later sections of this chapter for discussion of the metrics 
selected), a set of rooms was selected for testing that had a variety of building materials, shapes, 
volumes, and usages.  As seen in Chapter 4, the rooms that produced viable data met this 
expectation.  The specific rooms chosen, along with each room’s purpose, volume, absorption 
coefficient, and number of peaks in the impulse response (see Section 3.2.3), is presented in 
Section 4.1.  An additional reason for the importance of selecting rooms with a wide range of 
acoustical properties was that the greater the variety that was achieved, the more generalizable 
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the results would be.  Despite this being a consideration from the outset, success was only 
partial; see Section 5.2.1 for further discussion of this topic. 
 Second, the data collection apparatus and procedure were considered.  For purposes of 
calculating absorption and scattering metrics, methods were discovered that made both 
calculable reliably from the room’s impulse response, so a setup for collecting that information 
was prepared.  For background noise references and the signals of interest, timestamped sound 
pressure levels would suffice.  Before any acoustical data could be collected, it was important to 
measure the rooms’ dimensions so that the volume and surface area of each room could be 
calculated for use in back-calculating the room’s average absorption coefficient; this was done 
using a laser-based distance measurement device and the outcomes were recorded along with all 
other calculations done in the field.  These calculations were combined with a rough estimate of 
the room reverberation time (obtained by listening to the room’s response to a handclap and 
checking a test sine sweep’s results) to estimate the acoustical critical distance.  This informed 
the placement of the source and receiver in each room.  Once positioning was established, the 
sound level meter’s microphone was pointed away from any nearby surfaces to avoid excess 
influence on its readings by reflections from those surfaces.  Figure 3.1 below shows a source-
receiver pair configured optimally. 
 The specific equipment used in measuring the room’s impulse response included a laptop 
running EASERA room acoustics measurement software, an RME Babyface audio mixer, a 
Larson Davis power amplifier, a Larson Davis Model 831 sound level meter (Type 1) using a 
PCB ½” microphone, and an omnidirectional loudspeaker.  A set of eight sine sweeps (plus one 
presend) was played through the omnidirectional loudspeaker and the reverberant sound was 
relayed through the sound level meter to the laptop, where EASERA automatically calculated the 
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room’s reverberation time and created a graph of the room impulse response, as well as tables 
identifying the estimated values of acoustical parameters like reverberation time and clarity 
index. 
 
Figure 3.1: Photograph of a Larson-Davis Model 831 sound level meter being used in the Strauss Performing Arts 
Center recital hall (with omnidirectional loudspeaker just left of center in the background) 
 The sound level meter was also used to record background noise levels during this 
portion of the procedure.  In the final version of this protocol before the COVID-19 pandemic 
interrupted the retaking of data with optimal methods, the meter was set to use a fast response 
and capture a two-minute-long time history of sound pressure levels (unweighted, A-weighted, 
and in both octave bands and 1/3 octave bands) consisting of data points taken every 20 
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milliseconds; spectral analysis was disabled other than the collection of octave band and third-
octave-band data and no triggers or day-night metrics were utilized.  These settings were also 
used for the collection of data from signals of interest. 
 Although an attempt was made to project the signals of interest from Zechmann’s work 
into the rooms physically and measure them with the sound level meter, this procedure was 
abandoned (see Appendix B for full discussion).  It left several important variables uncontrolled 
and could not achieve the same degree of precision as previous researchers did.  For those 
reasons, it was decided to use the impulse response data for this portion of the analysis as well.  
Specifically, a self-written MATLAB program was used to convolve the room impulse response 
sound pressures with computer-generated versions of the signals of interest: white Gaussian 
noise for white noise, a sine wave at 1 kHz for the pure tone, and a continuous signal that fit the 
Laplace distribution.  The latter signal was transformed from uniformly distributed random 
numbers by means of Equation 2 below: 
 𝐿 = −sgn(𝑈) ∗ ln(1 − 2|𝑈|) (2) 
In Equation 2, U is a random number chosen from the uniform distribution between -0.5 and 0.5 
and L is the random number belonging to the Laplace distribution with location parameter 0 and 
scale parameter 1 resulting from the transformation.  
 Once the room impulse response and the signals of interest were convolved together, the 
kurtosis of the resulting waveform was calculated.  That value, in turn, was fed into Equation 1 
(see Chapter 2) so the kurtosis level for that room with that signal was obtained.  In all these 
calculations, the signals created in MATLAB matched EASERA’s sampling rate of 44.1 kHz 
and were designed to be sixty seconds long.  This length was chosen for the noise signals 
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because it was approximately how much time’s worth of data was collected for each signal of 
interest in each room using the discarded sound level meter method. 
 During data collection, the omnidirectional loudspeaker was located where a talker or 
other sound source for each room might be located during normal use in the author’s best 
judgment.  The goal of such placement was to excite the room as similarly as possible to its 
excitation during normal use, as those conditions are what would create the sonic environment 
ultimately experienced by its occupants.  For an example of this placement protocol, see Figure 
3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2: Photograph of the omnidirectional loudspeaker used for room impulse response measurements in a 
common talker position in Peter Kiewit Institute room 150 (a conference room); note that the other loudspeaker 
pictured was relevant to procedures used before the adoption of the convolution method (see Appendix B). 
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3.1.2 Benchmarks and Expectations 
 As stated earlier, the signals of interest to this study were an impulse (with an expected 
kurtosis level of 5 or more dB), white noise (with an expected kurtosis level of 0 dB), and a pure 
tone (with an expected kurtosis level of -3 dB). In terms of distributions, this study chose to use 
random noise following the Laplace distribution to model an impulsive noise signal; pure tones 
and white noise correspond to arcsine and Gaussian distributions respectively (as discussed in 
Chapter 2).  Examples of each type of distribution can be found in Figures 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.3: Example of a Gaussian distribution, created using Excel; this is the distribution that yields a kurtosis 
level of 0 dB, leading to its association with white noise. 
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Figure 3.4: Example of an arcsine distribution, created using Excel (note that for purposes of this study, this 
distribution was considered to be bimodal with tails behaving asymptotically towards zero because asymptotic 
behavior towards infinity is exceedingly rare in physical acoustical systems). This is the distribution that produces a 
kurtosis level of -3 dB, leading to its association with the pure tone. 
 
Figure 3.5: Example of a Laplace distribution, created using Excel; this is one of several distributions known in 
statistics to have a high kurtosis, and was selected to create an impulsive noise signal for this study. 
 The impulse response of the anechoic chamber at Boys Town National Research 
Hospital’s east campus was put through the convolution procedure described in Section 3.1.1 to 
create reference kurtosis levels using the study’s own methodology.  This step was important to 
take because the signals used in this study were highly unlikely to be exactly like those analyzed 
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by Zechmann. Ensuring that the study had an internal frame of reference to supplement the 
external one provided by Zechmann would create a failsafe against misinterpretation of the 
results’ implications for evaluation of Zechmann’s predictions. 
 These predictions encompassed both absorption and scattering properties, with further 
distinction made on the scattering side of the topic.  Zechmann predicted that none of the three 
signals of interest would see change in kurtosis levels due to room absorption, and that the 
kurtosis level of white noise would similarly not change under variation in room scattering.  
However, he predicted that the kurtosis levels of pure tones and impulsive noise would shift 
towards the expected value of white noise with increased room scattering (Zechmann 2019). 
3.2 Room Characteristics 
3.2.1 Room Dimensions and Geometry 
 Room volume and surface area must be known before any reverberation time equations 
can be used to calculate absorption coefficient.  As alluded to in Section 3.1.1, the rooms’ 
dimensions were measured in feet and inches, down to fractional inches thanks to the precision 
of the measurement tool; since the metric versions of the reverberation time equations were used 
in EASERA, the measured dimensions were rounded to the nearest inch before conversion into 
decimal meters for use in those equations, and in estimating the room’s critical distance.  The 
formula used for that calculation is as follows, where rc represents the critical distance in meters, 
V represents the room volume in cubic meters, and RT represents the room’s reverberation time 
in seconds: 
 𝑟𝑐 = 0.057√
𝑉
𝑅𝑇
 (3) 
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 Further, since the rooms chosen for this study were mostly non-rectangular in shape, it 
would have been very difficult to automate volume and surface area calculation for them.  Thus, 
as seen in the appendix (A-1), it was decided that volume and surface area should be calculated 
by hand and taken as inputs into the automated portion of the absorption coefficient calculation.  
In cases where room height was significantly non-uniform but the ceiling was not sloped, such as 
Peter Kiewit Institute room 158 (a classroom), the volumes of places with different heights were 
calculated separately and added together. In cases where the ceiling was sloped, the Pythagorean 
theorem was used to estimate the length of the sloped elements for purposes of surface area, and 
volume was estimated as the sum of rectangular and triangular prisms as appropriate.  For 
irregular room shapes, a rectangle (or semicircle, or whatever shape with an easily calculable 
area was closest to the room’s shape) larger than the piece of room under consideration was used 
as a base, and appropriate areas of exclusion were subtracted to finalize the calculation.  No 
modeling techniques were used in these processes, as the investment of time and computing 
power was deemed too great for the relative importance of room volume and surface area to the 
research question. 
3.2.2 Sound Absorption Coefficient 
 One metric used in this study to quantify a room’s acoustical characteristics was the 
sound absorption coefficient.  This is a commonly analyzed metric in the field of architectural 
acoustics, and is well accepted as a representative metric for a room’s sound absorption 
properties.  For an example of an absorptive surface encountered during this study, see Figure 
3.6.  In this study, rooms’ sound absorption coefficients were calculated from the room’s 
reverberation time, which was obtained from EASERA.  EASERA outputs both the T20 (an 
estimate of the reverberation time in which the time it would take for sound to decay by 60 dB is 
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extrapolated from a measured 20 dB decay) and the T30 (a similar estimate of reverberation time 
in which the time of a 60 dB decay is extrapolated from a measured 30 dB decay) 
approximations. 
 
Figure 3.6: Example of strongly absorptive surfaces; photograph of the Boys Town National Research Hospital 
anechoic chamber courtesy of the BTNRH Marketing Department 
 Which approximation of the reverberation time was selected for a given room depended 
on the room’s background noise level, as certain levels of separation (generally equal to the 
number of decibels of decay being measured plus fifteen) between the initial point of the sound’s 
decay and the background noise level are required to ensure that the estimate is maximally 
accurate (ISO 2008).  The approximation that met these criteria (or which came closest to 
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meeting them, in cases where the background noise level was too high for any to be met) was 
taken to be representative of the room, using the 1 kHz octave band value (see Section 4.1.1 for 
more information on which approximations were selected for which rooms and why).  From that 
point, a self-written MATLAB script was used to first check the absorption coefficient using a 
rearrangement of the Sabine formula for reverberation time: 
 𝑅𝑇 = 0.16
𝑉
𝛼𝑆
, when⁡𝛼 < 0.2, (4) 
where V is the room volume in cubic meters, α is the room’s sound absorption coefficient 
(dimensionless), and S is the room’s surface area in square meters.  Room volume and surface 
area were calculated in accordance with the guidelines and simplifying assumptions detailed in 
Section 3.2.1.  The calculation was then repeated using a rearranged form of the Norris-Eyring 
formula for reverberation time: 
 𝑅𝑇 = 0.16
𝑉
𝑆 ln(1−𝛼)
, when⁡𝛼 ≥ 0.2, (5) 
where V, α, and S represent the same quantities as they do in the Sabine formula.  It should be 
noted that both equations assume a diffuse sound field, which is not always true in general 
acoustical practice and was not always true in this study.  Further discussion of this assumption 
can be found in Section 4.1.1. 
 The values obtained from those calculations were then compared to the equations’ 
accepted regimes of validity (noted in the same equation lines used to present the respective 
formulae); if the absorption coefficients calculated from both formulae were within the 
acceptable range for one of them, then that formula’s value was taken to be an accurate reflection 
of the room’s real performance.  In cases where the calculated absorption coefficients pointed to 
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different formulae, the Norris-Eyring value was taken to be more accurate due to the larger range 
of its regime.  For information on which rooms’ absorption coefficients were calculated using the 
Sabine formula and which rooms’ absorption coefficients were calculated using the Norris-
Eyring formula, see Table 4.1. 
3.2.3 Number of Peaks in the Impulse Response 
 The predictions that this study set out to test are based in part on a room’s sound 
scattering properties.  However, the literature revealed little in the way of methods for directly 
calculating a room’s total scattering capabilities in a field setting (Cox and D’Antonio 2004).  
However, in reading the accepted definition of acoustical scattering, an alternative means of 
assessing test rooms’ scattering properties became clear: room diffusion metrics.  Those 
quantities assess how well a room scatters sound to achieve a diffuse sound field, or one where 
sound incidence is equally likely from all directions (Long 2014).  Thus, a room diffusion metric 
would serve as an acceptable substitute for a direct scattering metric.  So, the search was 
widened to include such quantities.  For an example of a surface that contributes to sound 
scattering and increased room diffusion which was encountered during the study, see Figure 3.7 
below. 
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Figure 3.7: Example of a surface designed to augment a room’s sound scattering properties; photograph taken in the 
Strauss Performing Arts Center recital hall 
 According to previous work by Bliefnick (2016), three main methods of assessing room 
diffusion were proposed in the early 2010s: transition time (Jeong, Brunskog, and Jacobsen 
2013), degree of time series fluctuation (Hanyu 2014), and number of peaks in the impulse 
response (Jeon, Jang, and Kim 2013).  Each had developed its own sets of proponents and use 
cases by the time of Bliefnick’s research, which consisted of a statistical analysis of how 
effective each assessment method was.  Ultimately, it was determined that the number of peaks 
was the most effective of the trio.  This study therefore adopted Bliefnick’s outlook and chose to 
assess diffusion (and, implicitly, scattering) through the number of peaks in the room’s impulse 
response. 
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 As laid out in the paper which introduced it (Jeon, Jang, and Kim 2013) and in 
Bliefnick’s analysis, the number of peaks in a room’s impulse response assesses the fine 
structure of an impulse response’s early stages, rather than depending on late stages.  In 
Bliefnick’s experience, this allowed the metric to more directly capture diffusive behavior 
without interference from or dependence on factors like wall absorption and source/receiver 
configuration (2016).  There is no true calculation involved in determining this metric’s value for 
a given room, as it relies on manual or automated counting of peaks above a given threshold.  
This threshold is determined, according to the authors who introduced the method, by using 
Morlet wavelets to precisely calculate the 20-dB-down point from the highest peak of the room 
impulse response.  However, in both Bliefnick’s assessment of the method and in the author’s 
review of that paper, those authors did not present a detailed enough summary of their 
methodology for it to be replicated.  Therefore, this study adopted Bliefnick’s proposed 
alternative methodology, which was to transform the impulse response sound pressure data (part 
of EASERA’s output) by taking their absolute values and converting them into decibels using 
MATLAB.  From that point, the -20 dB threshold suggested in the source paper was 
implemented and MATLAB counted the qualifying peaks (see Appendix A-2 for the code in its 
entirety).  Additionally, the source paper’s authors recommended that the numbers of peaks be 
normalized by the number of peaks calculated for an anechoic chamber, to ensure that rooms of 
different sizes and geometries could be compared on even ground (Jeon, Jang, and Kim 2013).  
The anechoic impulse response discussed in Section 3.1.2 was used to find this normalization 
constant in this study.  See Figure 3.8 for an example of the transformed data and the portion of 
the room impulse response under consideration when using this metric.  A table containing each 
room’s number of peaks can be found in Section 4.1.2 (Table 4.3). 
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Figure 3.8: The early portion of the Strauss Performing Arts Center Recital Hall’s impulse response, transformed 
using Bliefnick’s methodology and with peaks that counted towards the number of peaks metric marked with red 
dots.  
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Chapter 4: Results 
4.1 Room Properties 
 Since the sound absorption and sound scattering properties of each test room are 
important to every subsequent section of this chapter, they are presented independently here, 
along with a brief recapitulation of how they were calculated and their predicted influence on the 
kurtosis levels of pure tones, white noise, and impulsive noise. 
4.1.1 Absorption Coefficients 
 Sound absorption coefficient, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, is a common metric for the 
sound absorbing capabilities of a room; it was predicted that it would exert little to no influence 
on the kurtosis level metric.  For purposes of this study, each room’s absorption coefficient was 
calculated from its reverberation time; that metric in turn was calculated from measured impulse 
responses using EASERA.  The data used in that process were collected from playing a set of 
eight sine sweeps into each room (plus one presend).  After applying a best practice that states 
the separation between the test sound’s highest level and the background noise level should be a 
number of decibels equal to the measured decay plus fifteen, the most appropriate approximation 
of the reverberation time (T20, T30, etc.) was determined. Finally, a self-written MATLAB 
program used the value of the chosen approximation at 1 kHz and rearranged forms of the Sabine 
and Norris-Eyring formulae for reverberation time to estimate the absorption coefficient of each 
room.  The equations can be found in Section 3.2.1, and Table 4.1 presents the equation 
determined to be most valid for each room, as well as the value of absorption coefficient it 
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produced.  More detailed consideration of the topic of selecting equations and reverberation time 
approximations can be found in the aforementioned Section 3.2.1. 
Table 4.1: Reverberation time decisions and absorption coefficients for each test room 
Room 
(purpose) 
Volume 
(m3) 
Approx. 
Used 
Reverberation 
Time at 1 kHz 
(s) 
Equation 
Used 
α 
(unitless) 
Background 
Noise Level 
(dBA) 
SNR 
(dB) 
Boys Town 
National 
Research 
Hospital 
AV Lab 
87.12 T20 0.025 
Norris-
Eyring 
1.0 32.2 42.7 
Peter Kiewit 
Institute 150 
(conference) 
203.7 T30 0.45 
Norris-
Eyring 
0.27 39.2 18.0 
Peter Kiewit 
Institute 158 
(classroom) 
1,403.3 T20 0.84 
Norris-
Eyring 
0.27 44.2 4.1 
Strauss 
Performing 
Arts Center 
Recital Hall 
1,205.8 T30 1.29 
Norris-
Eyring* 
0.19 45.9 17.0 
*Note that the two formulas yielded results on opposite sides of the α = 0.2 dividing line established earlier in this 
section, so it was assumed that the Norris-Eyring formula produced a better estimate. 
NOTE: Background noise levels are listed as measured by the sound level meter directly (not as listed by EASE); 
SNR values stated in this table are for the overall measurement rather than the 1 kHz octave band, but were provided 
by EASE 
 One detail that is important to present alongside these data is the fact that both the Sabine 
and Norris-Eyring equations assume diffuse sound field conditions within the room, which may 
have been less than perfectly true (as is the case with many rooms under acoustical examination).  
As a corollary to the assumption of diffuse conditions, it is also expected that sound absorption 
be uniformly distributed across the space’s surface area for the forms of the Sabine and Norris-
Eyring formulae used in this study to be perfectly applicable.  That was untrue in both rooms 
from the Peter Kiewit Institute, as well as in the Strauss Performing Arts Center recital hall. In 
each of the aforementioned rooms, the absorptive materials were concentrated on one or two 
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surfaces, most notably in the form of carpet in the PKI rooms or the one set of curtains within the 
recital hall. 
 As a final note, the best practice condition for applying the T20 and T30 approximations 
of reverberation time was not met in three rooms: PKI 150, PKI 158, and the BTNRH AV Lab 
(as can be seen in Table 4.1); this failure is, in the author’s best judgment, attributable to factors 
unique to each room.  The AV lab’s failure, for example, can be attributed to the combination of 
observing the critical distance and meeting the apparatus’s power requirements meant that the 
sound level meter needed to be very close to an HVAC supply grille.  PKI 150 is located near a 
restroom and its one door opens onto the building’s main lobby, so excess background noise 
enters the room during building use (when measurements took place).  PKI 158’s failure, by far 
the most egregious, is likely attributable to a combination of the room’s exposed building 
systems creating excess background noise and the large difference in ceiling height between the 
source’s location and the receiver’s.  Because of that difference, significant portions of the signal 
and its associated reverberations may have been trapped in the upper reaches of the room’s taller 
section, losing large amounts of energy before they could reach the sound level meter’s 
microphone.  Graphs of each room that contributed data to the analysis process can be found in 
Figures [NUMBER HERE]. 
 Continuing on the topic of room defects, it is important to note that any potential trends 
in kurtosis levels of pure tones due to room effects could be confounded by rooms’ acoustical 
modes.  Room modes are dominant in low frequency ranges, but are influenced by room 
geometry.  Each room’s unique transition point between modal dominance and more ideal 
diffuse conditions is described by its characteristic Schroeder frequency (Long 2014). 
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Figure 4.1: Impulse response of the BTNRH AV Lab. 
 
Figure 4.2: Impulse response of PKI 150. 
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Figure 4.3: Impulse response of PKI 158. 
 
Figure 4.4: Impulse response of the Strauss Performing Arts Center recital hall. 
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 To ensure as much as possible that each room’s data were not impacted by such defects, 
its Schroeder frequency was calculated after the room volume V and reverberation time RT were 
available to use in Equation 6 below: 
 𝑓𝑆 = 2000√
𝑅𝑇
𝑉
. (6) 
The pure tone used in this study was a sine wave at 1 kHz; thus, it exceeded each room’s 
Schroeder frequency by a significant margin (see Table 4.2) and the study could proceed without 
worrying that room modes might interfere with those kurtosis levels. 
Table 4.2: Schroeder frequencies of all test rooms 
Room (purpose) Schroeder Frequency (Hz) 
Boys Town National Research Hospital AV 
Lab 
21.4 
Peter Kiewit Institute 150 (conference) 92.7 
Peter Kiewit Institute 158 (classroom) 48.5 
Strauss Performing Arts Center Recital Hall 63.1 
4.1.2 Numbers of Peaks in Impulse Responses 
 The number of peaks in a room’s impulse response is a proposed metric for assessing a 
room’s sound scattering properties in a field setting; the process of selecting this particular 
metric is detailed in Section 3.2.3.  Essentially, the metric entails counting the number of peaks 
between the highest sound pressure level in the impulse response and the 20-dB-down point from 
that level.  Table 4.3 presents the number of peaks for each room tested in this study, which were 
counted by MATLAB after impulse response data were imported from EASERA.  The values 
presented in Table 4.3 are reasonable when compared to the values Bliefnick calculated for 
rooms without time-filtering the impulse response data (which ranged from approximately 400 to 
800 in a room of volume 1104 cubic meters, less than the volume of the recital hall tested in this 
study by about 100 cubic meters) (Bliefnick 2016).  A higher number of peaks corresponds to a 
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more diffuse room (and therefore implies greater sound scattering capabilities on the room’s 
part).  In terms of room acoustical rules of thumb, these results are still sensible; it is often the 
default recommendation for acoustical design that classrooms and conference rooms have similar 
properties and recital halls be less absorptive and better at creating diffuse sound fields than 
rooms used for speech. 
Table 4.3: Normalized number of peaks in each room’s impulse response 
Room (purpose) Number of Peaks 
Boys Town National Research Hospital AV 
Lab 
1 
Peter Kiewit Institute 150 (conference) 460 
Peter Kiewit Institute 158 (classroom) 482 
Strauss Performing Arts Center Recital Hall 1068 
4.2 Kurtosis Levels of Pure Tones 
 Kurtosis levels of pure tones in a free field are expected to be -3 dB, as discussed in 
Section 3.1.2.  The study’s internal reference value for that kurtosis level (as calculated using the 
impulse response of an anechoic chamber) was -2.6 dB.  The relatively slight discrepancy 
between the internal and external reference values is likely due to the difference in signal 
generation methodology between this study and Zechmann’s. 
 Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present kurtosis levels of pure tones, plotted first against absorption 
coefficient and second against number of peaks in the impulse response.  Each data set, once 
completed, was analyzed for correlations and the statistical significance of those correlations (as 
determined by a t test); it was found that potential patterns exist, but are dubious despite apparent 
significance.  With respect to absorption coefficient, the correlation coefficient r was calculated 
to be 0.944, indicating a strong positive relationship; this was backed up by a one-tailed P-value 
of 0.0025.  On the scattering side of the study, the correlation coefficient r was calculated to be   
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-0.655, indicating a somewhat strong negative relationship, but the associated p-value of 0.120 
indicates that the pattern is not statistically significant.  These results are presented more 
succinctly, in table form, in Section 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.5: Kurtosis levels of a pure 1 kHz tone (dB) plotted against absorption coefficient (unitless). Data points 
from left to right refer to the Strauss Recital Hall, PKI 150, and the BTNRH AV Lab. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Kurtosis levels of a pure 1 kHz tone (dB) plotted against number of peaks (unitless). Data points from 
left to right refer to the BTNRH AV Lab, PKI 150, and the Strauss Recital Hall. 
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 Although the correlation between absorption coefficient and the kurtosis level of pure 
tones appears to be statistically significant, there are several complicating factors that cast doubt 
on that outcome.  First, only three data points were usable for this signal; this is due to the 
generation of an obvious outlier from the Peter Kiewit Institute’s room 158; the kurtosis level 
discarded was 11.2 dB.  The decrease in number of data points produces some doubt, but so does 
the most likely cause of the outlier’s appearance: poor signal-to-noise ratio.  PKI 158 was the 
room that had the worst signal-to-noise ratio, and two of the other rooms that contributed to these 
analyses had subpar SNRs as well.  This may have translated into inaccurate kurtosis levels that 
influenced the outcome of statistical analysis. 
4.3 Kurtosis Levels of White Noise 
 White noise in a free field is expected to have a kurtosis level of 0 dB, as discussed in 
Section 3.1.2; the internal reference value calculated using the impulse response of an anechoic 
chamber was 0.41 dB.  The relatively slight discrepancy between the internal and external 
reference values is once again most likely due to the difference in signal generation 
methodologies between this study and Zechmann’s. 
   Figures 4.7 and 4.8 present white-noise kurtosis levels, plotted first against absorption 
coefficient and second against number of peaks in the impulse response.  Correlation and t test 
methods were the statistical methods employed for this signal as well as the pure tone.  When 
considering these kurtosis levels versus absorption coefficients, a correlation coefficient r of       
-0.867 was calculated, indicating a strong negative relationship; however, the associated one-
tailed P-value of 0.325 indicates that the correlation is not statistically significant.  A correlation 
coefficient r of 0.876 was found for the relationship between white-noise kurtosis levels and 
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number of peaks in the room’s impulse response, indicating a strong positive relationship.  The 
associated two-tailed p-value of 0.0526 indicates that this relationship is barely not significant.  
These results are presented more succinctly, in table form, in Section 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.7: Kurtosis levels of white noise (dB) plotted against absorption coefficient (unitless). Data points from 
left to right refer to the Strauss Recital Hall, PKI 158, PKI 150, and the BTNRH AV Lab. 
 
Figure 4.8: Kurtosis levels of white noise (dB) plotted against number of peaks (unitless). Data points from left to 
right refer to the BTNRH AV Lab, PKI 150, PKI 158, and the Strauss Recital Hall. 
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4.4 Kurtosis Levels of Impulsive Noise 
 Impulsive noise was the last category of sounds under consideration, and its expected 
kurtosis level was 5 or more dB, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.  This study’s internal reference 
value for that quantity, as measured in an anechoic chamber, was 3.09 dB.  There is a 
discrepancy between the internal and external reference values, which is partially accounted for 
by the difference in signal usage between this study and Zechmann’s; Zechmann used a 
triangular waveform to approximate an impulsive noise signal instead of randomly determined 
values from the Laplace distribution.  Further, it can be argued that although this “Laplace 
signal” does fit the description of having a high kurtosis, it does not match real-world examples 
of impulsive noise like gunshots because it is continuous.  Listening to the generated signal in 
MATLAB with the built-in “sound” function provides additional evidence for this assertion. 
 Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present impulsive noise kurtosis levels, plotted first against 
absorption coefficient and second against number of peaks in the impulse response.  Each data 
set, once completed, was analyzed for correlations and the statistical significance of those 
correlations (via a t test); it was found that r = 0.989 for the set of impulsive noise kurtosis levels 
versus absorption coefficients, implying a strong positive relationship. However, the associated 
one-tailed p-value was 0.0831, indicating that this relationship is not statistically significant.  For 
impulsive noise kurtosis levels versus number of peaks, r was calculated to be -0.737, indicating 
a negative relationship of moderately high strength; the associated two-tailed p-value was 
0.0528, indicating that the relationship barely misses statistical significance.  These results are 
presented more succinctly, in table form, in Section 4.5. 
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Figure 4.9: Kurtosis levels of impulsive noise (dB) plotted against absorption coefficient (unitless). Data points 
from left to right refer to the Strauss Recital Hall, PKI 158, PKI 150, and the BTNRH AV Lab. 
 
Figure 4.10: Kurtosis levels of impulsive noise (dB) plotted against number of peaks (unitless). Data points from 
left to right refer to the BTNRH AV Lab, PKI 150, PKI 158, and the Strauss Recital Hall. 
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4.5 Summary of Results 
 This section summarizes the study’s analytical outcomes.  To briefly reiterate the 
contents of previous sections, no statistically significant results were found without reason to 
doubt their apparent significance.  This outcome is likely attributable to the low number of data 
points used in the calculation of correlation coefficients and P-values. 
 The tabulated information is organized as follows: Table 4.4 presents the results 
pertaining to absorption coefficient, and Table 4.5 presents the results pertaining to number of 
peaks in the impulse response. 
Table 4.4: Statistical summary of kurtosis levels with respect to absorption coefficient 
Sound Type Mean 
Kurtosis 
Level (dB) 
Standard 
Deviation of 
Kurtosis 
Levels (dB) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
P-Value 
Pure Tone -2.04 0.690 0.944 0.00246 
White Noise 0.322 0.0885 -0.867 0.325 
Impulsive Noise 0.713 0.672 0.989 0.0831 
Note that despite the appearance of statistical significance, there are several reasons to doubt that the relationship 
between absorption coefficient and the kurtosis levels of pure tones is significant (see Section 4.2) 
 
Table 4.5: Statistical summary of kurtosis levels with respect to number of peaks 
Sound Type Mean 
Kurtosis 
Level (dB) 
Standard 
Deviation of 
Kurtosis 
Levels (dB) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
P-Value 
Pure Tone -1.31 1.24 -0.655 0.120 
White Noise 0.322 0.0885 0.876 0.0526 
Impulsive Noise 0.713 0.672 -0.737 0.0528 
 
 This study made some assumptions about the statistical nature of the data during the 
analysis process, which are worth making known at this stage.  First and foremost is that the 
chosen statistical and analytical methods were applicable to the kurtosis level (which was treated 
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as a quantity obeying a normal distribution itself by the nature of said methods).  This may not 
necessarily have been the case, as several physical factors (which were probably interrelated, as 
discussed below) could have been influencing its behavior and necessitating a more nuanced 
approach.  A more rigorous statistical treatment of the data would benefit the results’ clarity, 
reliability, and validity, but this assumption was made so that analysis could progress at a 
respectable pace and so that the same easily comprehensible statistical analysis could be 
conducted on all parts of the data.  Even if these methods were the correct choice, not enough 
data points were present to draw even somewhat definitive conclusions about the phenomena 
under study; that is another area in which future research can build on these findings. 
 An additional assumption made for the analysis portion of this project was that 
absorption and scattering were independent of each other and could therefore be analyzed 
separately.  This assumption was deemed reasonable based on the experientially informed belief 
that the quantities of absorption added by a typical sound diffuser, and the quantities of sound 
scattering added by a typical sound absorber, are small in practical applications.  However, data 
exist that countermand this belief, meaning that a more thorough look at this relationship is 
warranted in future studies so that its impact can be acknowledged in any standards, guidelines, 
or best practices that emerge from this body of research. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion 
5.1 Implications of the Results 
 The results discussed in Section 4.5 may carry implications about the behavior of the 
kurtosis level metric under changes in room acoustical properties; this section is dedicated to 
discussing those potential implications.  For white noise, the least-squares linear correlation 
coefficient r indicated a strong negative relationship between absorption coefficient and kurtosis 
level (r = -0.867).  For impulsive noise (r = 0.989) and pure tones (r = 0.944), the correlation 
coefficient indicated a strong positive relationship between absorption coefficient and kurtosis 
level.  Neither the white noise nor the impulsive noise results were statistically significant, but 
the pure tone results were (p = 0.00246); complicating factors like subpar signal-to-noise ratios 
may have produced a false positive in that area, however.  The combination of how few rooms 
contributed data and the lack of clear support from further statistical analysis implies that not 
enough information exists in this study’s results to reject Zechmann’s prediction that room 
absorption exerts little to no influence on the kurtosis level metric.  Thus, future research could 
find that statistical analysis of these phenomena does not disprove the prediction, but this study 
cannot support it with the results it has.   
 Considering the number of peaks in the impulse response, and therefore room sound 
scattering, the correlation coefficients for pure tones (r = -0.655) and impulsive noise (r =            
-0.737) were negative and of moderately high strength.  White noise’s kurtosis levels 
experienced a strong positive trend with number of peaks (r = 0.876).  In contrast to the 
absorption-focused half of this study, the results for white noise and impulsive noise come 
relatively close to the most common benchmark for meaningful results, p < 0.05, in spite of how 
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few rooms contributed data.  The results for pure tones were not statistically significant.  The 
near-significance of the calculated correlations for two-thirds of the signals of interest leaves 
ample room for Zechmann’s prediction to be affirmed by future research, especially since the 
low number of data points considered may obfuscate the strength of the relationship. 
 Lastly, some noteworthy observations were made during the data collection process that 
are worth discussing along with the results.  Foremost among them is that Zechmann’s statement, 
“the sample kurtosis… may increase arbitrarily as the number of samples in the time window 
increases,” (Zechmann 2019) is not only relevant, but also a cause of significant procedural 
considerations.  During the author’s attempt to collect kurtosis-level data using a sound level 
meter, the number of data points recorded in the time history per unit of real time exerted a large 
impact on the calculated kurtosis level.  Even trimming out data points that only contained 
background noise before calculating the kurtosis level for a given measurement file caused 
differences of nearly 3 dB in the end result.  Since this metric is so procedurally sensitive, it is 
imperative that the collection and processing of data that will be used to report kurtosis levels be 
standardized.  This observation has also been made by other researchers, such as Smalt et al 
(2017). 
 Another observation worth mentioning is that the data collection procedure, while time-
efficient, does not necessarily reflect the ultimate intended use case for the kurtosis level metric.  
Sixty-second-long signals are time-efficient for a controlled study, and convolution is a reliable 
technique for examining the effect of room acoustics on a signal, but there is a discrepancy 
between that choice and the scales of time on which occupational noise exposure is regulated.  
Further, although computer-generated signals convolved with room impulse responses cut to the 
core of this study’s research question reasonably well, they do not necessarily approximate the 
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complexity of the noise exposures that have been used thus far to evaluate the kurtosis level 
metric’s suitability (such as factory background noise or the sounds of a firing range in use).  
Therefore, further study (preferably involving sonic environments of greater complexity) is 
required to ensure that the potential trends observed in this study are accurate. 
5.2 Future Work 
 There are three broad categories identified by the author for future research with respect 
to this study: extension, validation, and complementary work.  In this section, high-level 
overviews of concepts that stand out to the author in each of those categories are presented with 
brief discussion on their importance. 
5.2.1 Testing More Absorption and Scattering Values 
 The most obvious extension of this study is to broaden the range of absorption and 
scattering under consideration.  To restate information found in Chapter 4, the usable data 
covered a range of absorption coefficients from 0.19-1.0 (unitless) and a range of numbers of 
peaks from 1-1068 (also unitless).  The absorption coefficient can theoretically range from zero 
to one, so this study nominally considered the vast majority of the possible range.  The possible 
range of number of peaks is less immediately clear, but this study’s assessment of rooms’ 
scattering properties is nevertheless subject to the same problem as this study’s treatment of 
absorption coefficient: low n. 
 Considering more data points, and possibly a wider range of values of a scattering metric, 
could take several forms, but the most obvious would be to control for room volume and vary the 
absorption and scattering of the test space (probably a laboratory room or similar setting) through 
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the addition and removal of acoustical treatment products.  That approach was considered for 
this study, but was rejected due to the time and budget constraints under which the study was 
conducted (as discussed in Section 3.1.1).  Alternatively, a room model created using software 
like CATT or ODEON could be used to achieve similar or better levels of control.  Ultimately, 
increasing the number of data points will increase the likelihood that the results of such a study 
accurately reflect the system’s behavior and the confidence the research community can have in 
the conclusions drawn. 
5.2.2 Reducing or Eliminating Assumptions 
 As discussed throughout Chapter 3, in Section 4.1.1, and in Section 4.5, several 
assumptions were made during the course of this study, on various scales.  While no assumption 
was made without justification, as discussed in the description of each assumption, it is plainly 
obvious that substituting greater rigor for any and/or all of those assumptions would yield results 
with a greater degree of confidence behind them.  For that reason, this avenue for validating the 
results of this study is suggested.  Precise calculations of room surface area and volume, like 
those that would be produced by a computer model, for example, would increase the accuracy of 
the calculated absorption coefficient, which might lend additional clarity to the correlation 
between room sound absorption and the kurtosis level metric. 
 Of special note on this topic are the analytical assumptions outlined in Section 4.5.  
While analysis of variance and single-variable statistical calculations like least squares linear 
correlation and p-value significance testing are easily comprehensible, they may not be the best 
match for the situations and phenomena examined in this study.  A researcher or research group 
with more time, computing power, and other applicable resources would be able to bypass the 
assumption that sound absorption and sound scattering properties of rooms are independent and 
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potentially find a mathematical approach that aligns better with the phenomena under study.  
This would be an important step in making this study’s potential findings actionable, as well as 
validating the potential conclusions drawn in Section 5.1. 
5.2.3 Connections with Other Disciplines 
 This study, while it stands at an intersection of the noise control and architectural facets 
of acoustics, does not take into account several other disciplines that are relevant to the topic it 
contributes to.  Thus, complementary studies that either consider or originate from those 
disciplines will also make valuable contributions to the body of knowledge.  Professional 
researchers who specialize in physiological and psychoacoustics, for example, might be able to 
build on previously conducted studies of impulsive noise’s impact on people’s bodily and 
mental/emotional health by leveraging the kurtosis level metric.  The psychoacoustical effects of 
impulsive noise would also fit in well with the current blending of architectural acoustics and 
psychoacoustics into the new standard for soundscape design and analysis, ISO 12913 parts 1, 2, 
and 3 (ISO 2019).  As another example, a specialist in underwater acoustics might be able to 
determine how impulsive noise translates to underwater settings (thereby getting at important 
topics like how it affects underwater ecosystems and structures).  These and other intersections 
of acoustical disciplines (as applied to the topic at hand) would constitute complementary work 
that stands to push the field forward and create a stronger basis for informed decisions about the 
regulation of impulsive noise exposure and the mitigation of its associated risks. 
5.3 Summary 
 This study was motivated by a gap in the body of knowledge regarding the effects of 
room acoustics on the kurtosis levels of various noise signals; this knowledge would progress the 
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more accurate portrayal of the risk of hearing loss due to impulsive noise closer to being 
actionable by organizations that issue noise protection guidelines, such as the National Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health in the United States.  Research done before this point had 
established the kurtosis level as a viable metric for the additional pernicious effects of impulsive 
noise when combined with the A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level, as well as found 
benchmark kurtosis levels for some common types of noise.  This study aimed to test predictions 
about the impact of room sound absorption properties and room sound scattering properties on 
the kurtosis levels of those specific sounds. 
 To test those predictions, a measurement protocol was developed that involved collecting 
both the room impulse response and background noise levels for a variety of rooms.  Those room 
impulse responses were convolved with the signals of interest (a pure tone following an arcsine 
distribution, white noise following a Gaussian distribution, and impulsive noise following a 
Laplace distribution).  The convolved waveforms were analyzed for their kurtosis, and room-
specific kurtosis levels were calculated.  These values were checked for correlation and statistical 
significance against each room’s sound absorption coefficient and the number of peaks in its 
impulse response.  While no definitive conclusions can be drawn due to the low number of 
rooms that contributed usable data, the author believes it entirely possible that predictions 
regarding absorption’s lack of effect and scattering’s signal-dependent influence on the kurtosis 
level could be accepted as true with future research. 
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code 
A-1: Absorption Coefficient Calculation from Room 
Geometry and Reverberation Time 
(getAbsorptionCoef.m) 
 This program contributed to all tables or graphs that include sound absorption 
coefficients; examples include Figure 4.5 and Table 3.1.  As stated in the body of the thesis, it 
uses rearranged forms of the Sabine and Norris-Eyring equations for reverberation time to 
inform the user about which equation is more suitable for the room and what value it produces 
for the absorption coefficient. 
%Function intended to automate the selection of an appropriate 
%reverberation time equation and calcaulation of the associated absorption 
%coefficient. Requires room volume and surface area to be precalculated. 
  
function [eqn, alpha] = getAbsorptionCoef(RT, V, S) 
%Inputs: RT = reverberation time in seconds; V = room volume in cubic 
%meters, S = room surface area in square meters 
  
%Calculate Sabine and Norris-Eyring absorption coefficients 
Sabine_abs = 0.16*V/RT/S; 
NE_abs = 1-exp(-0.16*V/RT/S); 
  
%Compare absorption coefficients, set outputs 
if Sabine_abs < 0.2 &&NE_abs < 0.2 
    eqn = 'Sabine'; 
    alpha = Sabine_abs; 
    disp('Consistent results indicate Sabine formula is more valid.') 
elseif Sabine_abs >=0.2 && NE_abs >= 0.2 
    eqn = 'Norris-Eyring'; 
    alpha = NE_abs; 
    disp('Consistent results indicate Norris-Eyring formula is more valid.') 
else 
    eqn = 'Norris-Eyring'; 
    alpha = NE_abs; 
    disp('WARNING: Inconsistent Results') 
    disp('Norris-Eyring formula assumed to be more valid.') 
end 
  
end 
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A-2: Normalized Number of Peaks Calculation from 
Room Impulse Response (getNormedPeaks.m) 
 This program contributed to all figures and tables which feature numbers of peaks; 
examples include Figure 4.6 and Table 4.3.  As stated in the body of the thesis, it takes impulse 
response data and counts the number of peaks within 20 dB of the highest peak present in the 
impulse response.  The number of peaks associated with the anechoic “internal reference” 
measurement was indeed one, so the value of the variable “Norm_Const” (short for 
“normalization constant”) is intentional. 
%Function intended to automate the calculation of the number of peaks 
%metric. An early version of this function (which normalized the number of 
%peaks by one) was used to calculate the number of peaks in an anechoic  
%impulse response, which was then added to the version presented here to  
%normalize data points used in study analysis. 
  
function Norm_No_Peaks = getNormedPeaks(IR_Data) 
%Input: Two-column matrix, where the first column contains timestamps in 
%seconds and the second column contains sound pressure data in pascals 
  
%Initialize 
input_size = size(IR_Data); 
processed_data = zeros(input_size); 
processed_data(:,1) = IR_Data(:,1); 
placeholder = IR_Data(:,2); 
No_Peaks = 0; 
Norm_Const = 1; 
  
%Process data: take absolute values of pressures and convert to decibels 
placeholder = abs(placeholder); 
for iv = 1:length(placeholder) 
    placeholder(iv) = 10*log10((placeholder(iv)/2e-5)^2); 
end 
processed_data(:,2) = placeholder; 
  
%Count number of peaks after initial/highest peak that are within 20 dB 
[initial, ind] = max(processed_data(:,2)); 
for jv = 1:input_size(1)-1 
    if iv > ind && processed_data(jv,2) >= initial-20 && processed_data(jv-
1,2) < processed_data(jv,2) && processed_data(jv+1,2) < processed_data(jv,2) 
        No_Peaks = No_Peaks + 1; 
    end 
end 
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%Calculate normalized number of peaks 
Norm_No_Peaks = No_Peaks/Norm_Const; 
  
end 
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A-3: Kurtosis Level Calculation from Convolution 
(getConvolvedLk.m) 
 This program contributed to all figures and tables that cite values for the kurtosis level. 
Examples include Figure 4.4 and Table 4.4.  As stated in the body of the thesis, it creates a sixty-
second signal at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate for each sound of interest, then convolves each with 
the room impulse response input and returns a kurtosis level for the resulting signal. 
 
%Function intended to compute the kurtosis levels of signals of interest in 
%a given room, from the convolution of its impulse response with the signal 
%of interest 
  
function [convLkPT,convLkWN,convLkIMP] = getConvolvedLk(RIR) 
  
%Generate signals of interest 
WNoise = wgn(1,2646000,0); 
placehold_times = 0:1/44100:60; 
PTone = sin(2*pi*1000.*placehold_times); 
Base_randoms = -0.5 + rand(1,2646000); 
IMP_LNoise = zeros(1,2646000); 
for iv = 1:length(Base_randoms) 
    IMP_LNoise(iv) = -sign(Base_randoms(iv))*log(1-2*abs(Base_randoms(iv))); 
end 
  
%Convolve room impulse response with signals of interest 
convPT = conv(RIR,PTone); 
convWN = conv(RIR,WNoise); 
convIMP = conv(RIR,IMP_LNoise); 
  
%Calculate kurtosis and kurtosis level for each convolved signal 
kurtPT = kurtosis(convPT); 
convLkPT = 10*log10(kurtPT/3); 
kurtWN = kurtosis(convWN); 
convLkWN = 10*log10(kurtWN/3); 
kurtIMP = kurtosis(convIMP); 
convLkIMP = 10*log10(kurtIMP/3); 
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Appendix B: Discussion of Original 
Methodology 
 This study originally collected data for the calculation of kurtosis levels by using the 
Larson Davis Model 831 sound level meter and a signal generator connected to a loudspeaker to 
play the signals of interest defined by Zechmann into the rooms themselves; this methodology, 
while using the best capabilities of the sound level meter and ensuring consistency among the 
signals played, created several problems for the analysis process.  Firstly, while it was possible to 
approximate the intervals of time used to calculate kurtosis levels of noise signals by other 
researchers using this method, there was still information loss due to the use of the sound level 
meter’s “time history” function rather than its sound recording capabilities.  Although that choice 
was made to respect the privacy of people going about their business outside the rooms being 
tested, it also created discrepancies between the expected values stated by Zechmann and those 
calculated using the study’s own equipment in the Boys Town National Research Hospital 
anechoic chamber.  Secondly, the speaker used for that portion of the data collection procedure 
was directional (contrasting with the omnidirectional loudspeaker used to collect impulse 
response data), which meant that it provided a different acoustical excitation to the room despite 
every effort being made to locate the two speakers close together and to point the directional 
speaker towards the room’s center.  This was an uncontrolled variable in a study that sought to 
understand how two specific acoustical properties of a given room would affect a procedurally 
sensitive metric. 
 Once these facts’ negative impact on the data this study aimed to collect and present 
became apparent, procedures were changed to eliminate as much of said impact as possible.  
Fortunately, the changes opened more doors than they closed from the standpoint of making 
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rooms’ data usable; they also resolved the aforementioned discrepancies to a large degree and 
simplified the study’s methods for those seeking to understand or replicate them. 
 
